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ON THE COVER: The Shelly Company’s milling and overlay of more 
than 11 miles of I-70 in Licking County earned the FPO member NAPA’s 
prestigious Sheldon G. Hayes Award at the national association’s 
58th Annual Meeting. See story on page 10.
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Rudd  service  can 
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replacement parts, equipment and service to your site by the next morning. It’s that 
kind of 24/7 service that proves how committed Rudd is to going the distance for you.

Cleveland, OH 614-438-4192 • Columbus, OH 614-438-4192 • Cincinnati, OH 513-321-7833
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With the close of the OHIO ASPHALT EXPO 
came the close of Flexible Pavements of 
Ohio’s golden anniversary and the beginning 
of another 50 years of aspiring to provide 
the best pavement value to Ohio’s pavement 
owners. Celebrating a golden anniversary 
presents a wonderful opportunity to review 
accomplishments, learn from failures and plan 
for the future. At the EXPO, I was challenged 
to make remarks about the future of Ohio’s 
asphalt industry. If I have learned anything 
in this business it’s that change is the only 
constant. That being said, the change we are 
experiencing in transportation bodes well for 
asphalt’s future in the Buckeye State.

If we were to step back in history 50 years, 
what would the asphalt industry look like? It 
would be a budding industry that is comprised 
of family owned businesses servicing local 
markets. Batch plants would be the primary 
manufacturing method for asphalt-mix 
production. Twelve-hundred tons placed in a 
day would be considered highly productive. 
All mixes were prescribed by the owner and all 
would be composed of virgin materials. Asphalt 
jargon was as voluminous as “404,” “402” and 
“301.”  For our readers not familiar with this 
jargon, these numbers represent formulations 
for surface-, intermediate- and base-course 
asphalt mixes. My how things have gotten 
more complicated; but that level of jargon was 
sufficient in our world where the asphalt market 
consisted of light- and medium-duty roads and 
parking lots. Soon, however, the asphalt industry 
would grow in strength and knowledge as it 
faced the stress afforded by the onslaught of an 
OPEC oil embargo, recycling, adoption of QA 
specifications, portable plants, EPA regulations, 
SUPERPAVE, Perpetual Pavement, Warm-Mix 

Asphalt and a “Great Recession.” With each of 
these challenges Ohio’s asphalt industry became 
more knowledgeable and more capable to meet 
the growing demands of its customers.

So What Will the Next 50 Years 
Bring for Ohio’s Asphalt 
Pavement Industry?
I have some ideas. Certainly, no person in the 
early 1960s would in their wildest imaginings 
have surveyed the landscape and come to the 
conclusion that we would experience all that 
we have these past 50 years. For those in the 
concrete business back then, seeing all those 
interstates slated to be built out of portland 
cement, there may have been the temptation to 
do as the rich fool found in Scripture, who after 
building his bigger and better barn counseled 
himself saying, “Soul, you have many goods 
laid up for many years to come; take your 
ease, eat, drink and be merry.” Little did 
he realize he would die that very night. Today, 
asphalt has taken over much of that market.  
We do well to remain diligent about our work.

I advance the proposition that the asphalt 
industry’s future viability hinges on it being 
relevant. Now, I admit that that doesn’t sound 
very profound or have much pizzazz to it; 
that’s OK as long as it is true. Relevance in 
the market is critically important. Even the 
highest-quality product cannot sell if it is  
not relevant. Here’s an absurd example: If  
you are a manufacturer of the finest quality 
horse whips for buggies, don’t expect to turn 
the head of a person who would rather use 
mechanized transportation. The asphalt 
industry has prospered because our product  
has been relevant. It has been the pavement 
alternative that has provided the greatest value. 

The President’s Page

Clifford	Ursich,	P.E.
President & Executive Director

“I advance the 
proposition that the 
asphalt industry’s 
future viability hinges 
on it being relevant. 
Now, I admit that 
that doesn’t sound 
very profound or have 
much pizzazz to it; 
that’s OK as long as 
it is true.  Relevance 
in the market is 
critically important. 
Even the highest-
quality product 
cannot sell if it is 
not relevant.” 

Welcome to the Next 50 
Years of Delivering Ohio’s 
Best Pavement Value
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It has provided the attributes the public desires 
– and done so at an affordable price.

Being relevant necessitates we know what the 
customer wants and our being willing and 
able to meet that desire. Truly, life would be 
so much easier if all we had to furnish as 
an industry, or design as an engineer, or 
specify as an agency was 404, 402 or 301. 
Being relevant does not afford us that luxury.  
Rather, it requires we provide pavements that 
perform to the very high expectation levels 
of our customers; and so we continually 
strive for improvements, new formulations, 
superior riding attributes, greater economy 
and sustainability.

The December 2012 issue of PE, “The 
Magazine for Professional Engineers,” gives 
us a course to chart as we embark upon 
the next 50 years of delivering Ohio’s best 
pavement value. In the article, “What’s on 
the Minds of Young Engineers?” PE picks 
the brains of the 2012 Young Engineer of 
the Year award recipients to see what matters 
most to them. Topping the list of issues is 
SUSTAINABILITY. Here’s how it reads…

“SUSTAINABILITY – This most-common 
issue was chosen as a key concern by about 
a third of the YEs (Young Engineers) but 
mentioned by almost half of them. The 
prevalence of the topic parallels the growing 
sustainability mindset in the engineering 
profession.
 
In 2006, NSPE (National Society of 
Professional Engineers) added a 
statement to its Code of Ethics noting the 
professional engineer’s duty to protect the 
environment by adhering to the principles  
of sustainable development, defined as “the  
challenge of meeting human needs for 
natural resources, industrial products,  
energy, food, transportation (emphasis  
added), shelter, and effective waste mana-
gement while conserving and protecting 
environmental quality and the natural 
resource base essential for future 
development.”

Did you catch that? There is a “growing 
sustainability mindset;” a mindset that 
says sustainability should be considered 
in transportation solutions! For those who 
have long felt that recycling asphalt back 
into new pavement was more a “necessary 
evil” brought on by high oil prices, it’s time 
to rethink that position. Asphalt pavements 
and the industry that produces them are vital 
components of a sustainable community. 
Asphalt pavements provide a “beneficial 
use” for materials previously considered 
waste. Reclaimed asphalt pavement (RAP), 
post-consumer reclaimed asphalt shingles 
(PC-RAS), ground tire rubber (GTR), slag, 
foundry sands and so forth are being diverted 
from waste streams to raw material streams 
for asphalt roads and parking lots. Porous 
asphalt provides a solution to the negative 
consequences of stormwater runoff, and as 
for sustainable manufacturing technologies, 
warm-mix asphalt is cleaner, better utilizes 
energy and has the potential for longer life 
pavements.  

The day wherein using “green” manu-
facturing technologies and reclaimed 
materials in our asphalt mixes will be 
preferred by pavement owners is upon us. 
While participating in the Illinois Asphalt 
Paving Association meeting this March, I 
learned of terrific initiatives that broaden 
sustainability in our brand of transportation. 
In Illinois, recycling has advanced to include 
a new asphalt mixture composed of more 
than 90 percent reclaimed materials. 

YEs are defining a new age of relevance in 
transportation. In that new age the value 
of asphalt will be defined by more than 
its smoothness, more than the quiet ride, 
more than a safe conveyance from one 
point of interest to another, even more than 
in asphalt’s quality. Asphalt’s value will be 
defined by its contribution to a sustainable 
transportation system. 

BELIEVE
IF YOU

COLD MIX IS 
TEMPORARY
YOU’RE NOT
USING UPM®

BEFORE

9 YEARS LATER

All images are unretouched.

Our motto, “Once and Done” means 
just that. Never repair the same 
pothole again. 

UPM® is guaranteed to outlast 
the surrounding pavement 
when properly applied.

800.441.4880
UniquePavingMaterials.com
3993 E. 93rd St. Cleveland, OH  44105
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Flexible Pavements 
of Ohio has been 
recognized by the 

130th General 
Assembly of Ohio 
for its 50 years of 

service to the asphalt 
industry and the state. 
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Flexible Pavements of Ohio member The Shelly Company was recognized 
for its commitment to quality by the National Asphalt Pavement 
Association (NAPA) as the 2012 winner of the Sheldon G. Hayes Award. 
The award, bestowed annually since 1971, is named for Sheldon G. Hayes, 
a founder of NAPA and the association’s first chairman. Hayes spent his 
entire career striving for better construction techniques and improvements 
in the quality of asphalt pavements. The 
award recognizes the highest quality in 
asphalt pavement and was presented 
to Shelly during NAPA’s 58th Annual 
Meeting in mid-February.

Shelly’s award-winning project 
was the milling and overlay of 
more than 11 miles of Interstate 
70, beginning in Licking County 
near the State Route 158 exit and 
ending just past the S.R. 256 exit in 
Franklin County. The pavement on this 
four-lane interstate through central 
Ohio was cracked and deteriorating 
with an average daily traffic load of 
62,000 vehicles with trucks being 
26 percent of that volume.

Shelly milled 3.25 inches from the 
existing roadway before placing a 
19 mm asphalt base course topped 
by a 12.5 mm Superpave asphalt 
surface course. The company 
reclaimed the existing asphalt from 
the roadway and incorporated the 
reclaimed material into all the mixes 
used on the project, reducing the 
project’s need for virgin aggregate and 
asphalt binder. 

The paving crews worked at night to 
minimize traffic disruptions, and placed a 
base coat of asphalt on all milled surfaces before 

stopping work each shift to ensure a smoother surface for traffic in the 
idle work zone. Nighttime paving combined with a project start date 
in cooler fall weather made the project more challenging for Shelly. 
However, by using warm-mix asphalt the company was able to achieve 
proper compaction and smoothness despite less-than-ideal temperatures. 
“Warm-mix asphalt allowed us a little more time and gave us a little more 

Shelly Wins NAPA’s Prestigious 
Sheldon G. Hayes Award

The Shelly Co. 
Vice President Larry 

Shively (left) and ODOT 
District 5 Deputy Director 

Joe Rutherford accept 
the 2012 Sheldon G. 

Hayes Award.



Shelly Wins NAPA’s Prestigious 
Sheldon G. Hayes Award

flexibility, letting us compact the asphalt 
more easily,” said Larry Shively, The Shelly 
Company’s vice president of Quality Control. 
“There are also some fuel savings associated with 
warm-mix asphalt and, environmentally it provides 
better working conditions for our employees.

“The cooperation and communication between our plant and our 
crews and partnering with the Ohio Department of Transportation 
(ODOT) helped us make sure that everyone was on the same page 
and that everybody understood what was going on,” Shively said. 

Partnering was an essential element in the success of the project, 
said ODOT’s Keith Geiger, P.E., construction engineer in District 5 
(Jacksontown). “When we had a small problem with segregation of the 
mix on the intermediate course, The Shelly Company went through the 
plans with everyone and made some changes to the mix design. Then 

we all met out on the site – including The Shelly Company’s vice 
president – to make sure everyone was satisfied,” Geiger said. “It was 

a good team effort; everyone pulled together, and the quality was at 
a high level.”

Working 12-hour days, six and sometimes seven days a week, 
Shelly completed the project on time and met incentive clauses 
for both the smoothness of the road and for its density.

“Before this job even started, I had 
a conversation with Tim Anderson, 
our operations manager. He was very 
dedicated to quality and we wanted 
to make sure that this would be an 
award-winning job,” Shively said. “Mr. 

Anderson passed away before the job was 
completed, so the project became very 

special to us. We went into it with the mindset 
that it was going to be a good job, and everyone 

involved made it happen – the crews, the 
people at the plants and the technicians.” Shively 
dedicated the award to Anderson on behalf of the 
company during the award ceremony. 

The Sheldon G. Hayes Award finalists are determined through a two-year 
process. Any highway pavement project using more than 50,000 tons 
of asphalt is eligible for consideration. Initially, the project must win a 
Quality in Construction (QIC) Award, which is determined by numerical 
scores calculated by pavement engineers at the National Center for Asphalt 
Technology (NCAT) based on how the contractor met specifications and 
achieved density on the finished pavement.

The year after a project wins a QIC Award, it may be considered for the 
Sheldon G. Hayes Award. The top-ranked projects from the previous year 
are tested for smoothness, and then visually inspected by an independent 
pavement consultant. For 2012, the evaluators praised all the contractors 
considered for high-quality construction practices that resulted in smooth, 
safe and durable pavements.

In addition to winning a 2011 QIC Award, this project was recognized in 
Ohio for excellence in asphalt pavement construction as a recipient of one 
of FPO’s 2011 Quality Asphalt Paving Awards.

Roof to Road, LLC     P: 740-986-6923     Cell: 614-419-0788     rooftoroad@aol.com

 Ohio’s first ODOT certified supplier of RAS
 Recycling tear-off asphalt roofing shingles  

 for more than a decade
 For the competitive edge in bidding
 For higher profit margins
 For more resilient pavement
 Secure supply of feedstock
 Multiple locations in Ohio and Kentucky

 “It’s about as green as you’ll get.”
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The Shelly 
Company was 

recognized for its national 
honor by its peers during the 

Quality Asphalt Paving Awards 
Luncheon at the Flexible 

Pavements of Ohio’s 2013 
Ohio Asphalt Expo in 

March. 
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2012 NAPA Awards

Sheldon G. Hayes Award 
for Highest Quality in 
Asphalt Paving 
The Shelly Co.
•	 Interstate 70 in Licking and Franklin counties

Quality in Construction Awards
Barrett Paving Materials Inc.
•	 Fairborn Streetscape, Phase 1 & 2
•	 South Airfield Rd.
•	 State Route 380/S.R. 734 (Project # 490(11))

Gerken Paving Inc.
•	 S.R. 24 (Liberty & Washington townships)

John R. Jurgensen Co.
•	 I-70 in Clark County (Project # 243(10))

•	 I-75 in Warren County (Project # 171(09))
•	 U.S. Route 62/U.S. 68 in Brown County 
 (Project # 583(10))

Kokosing Construction Co. Inc.
•	 Runway Rehabilitation & Safety Area 
 Grading at Newark-Heath Airport
•	 U.S. 33 (Project # 1108(09))

The Shelly Co.
•	 Honda MAP Parking Lot
•	 U.S. 24 (Project # 8015(09))
•	 City of Lakewood Resurfacing Program
•	 Delaware County Resurfacing Program
•	 Perry County Airport
•	 Scioto Downs Racino
•	 S.R. 32 East from I-275 (Project # 508(11))

•	 S.R. 32 Eastbound from S.R. 104 
 (Project # 74(12))
•	 S.R. 32 Westbound from S.R. 104 
 (Project # 586(11))
•	 S.R. 104 (Project # 44(12))
•	 I-76 (Project # 395(11))
•	 I-271 in Summit County
•	 The Ohio Turnpike Westbound 
 (Project 39-12-02)

Southern Ohio Paving
•	 Miamisburg High School Additions 
 & Renovations

1-800-798-5438 www.southeasternequip.com
Contact us today!

Paving Equipment
for any job

Rollers and
Asphalt Recyclers

Asphalt Pavers & Recyclers and
Material Transfer Vehicles & Devices

Skid Steers, Backhoes
and Motor Graders

Also available

Six Flexible Pavements of Ohio members were recognized by the National Asphalt Pavement Association (NAPA) in 2012 with Quality in Construction 
Awards for excellence in paving on 24 projects throughout the state. Included among the NAPA Quality in Construction Awards was the national 
association’s Sheldon G. Hayes Award for Highest Quality in Asphalt Paving, which was awarded to The Shelly Company. Here are the FPO members 
and the projects that were recognized by NAPA:
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Speak to successful paving contractors and they will 
tell you there are typically two things at the top of their wish list: 
High-quality equipment and dependable product support for the 
infrequent-but-inevitable occasions that equipment goes down. 

Why? Today’s road development projects require ever-increasing 
production efficiency. By necessity, timelines are tight and access is 
invariably limited. It’s important that every hour spent onsite is 
productive. Equipment is expected to push the production envelope. 
Downtime is not an option.  

Columbus Equipment Company—a leading Ohio road development
equipment distributor and support partner—has been involved in the
state’s paving industry since 1953, a time when the biggest construction
project in Ohio history, the Ohio Turnpike Project, was underway.

“Paving and compaction are in our DNA,“ said Tim Albright, the com-
pany’s vice president of sales and marketing. “We know what it means
when a customer has a paver down. It’s an all-hands-on-deck situation. 
We know we need to do whatever is necessary to get that paver operation
up and running.” 

The Products
Columbus Equipment Company represents Dynapac’s full line of paving
equipment. The Atlas Copco subsidiary is one of the world’s most specialized
and experienced manufacturers of compaction and paving equipment. 

Dynapac has 75 years of global experience, engineering expertise and
industry-shaping innovation built into each of its pioneering solutions.
What does this mean to Ohio road developers? In a word … productivity.
As Derrick Sickles, project superintendent for Karvo Paving Company,
said of Dynapac’s F1000 highway-class paver, on a recent I-77 project:
“We’ve been going through a load of asphalt every two minutes. We’ve
never done this kind of quantity before.”  

Columbus Equipment Company also offers Carlson Paving Products 
for the commercial-class contractor. Similar to Dynapac, the Tacoma,
Washington-based company’s products have earned an industry-wide 
reputation for quality and reliability—defined by multiple variations 
of its widely-used EZ Screed, and its recently-released, re-buildable 
CP-90 Commercial Paver. “We run our equipment hard and have 
had fewer problems with the CP-90 than any other paver we’ve ever
owned,” attested Bob Hoge, shop foreman for Akron-based Perrin 
Asphalt & Concrete Co., Inc.

The People
Coupling manufacturing innovation, expertise, quality and reliability
with the experienced support staff of Columbus Equipment Company 
results is a combination contractors find hard to ignore. Particularly
in today’s competitive environment, when even the most reliable equip-
ment needs regular servicing to withstand the inevitable wear and tear
that comes from handling abrasive materials in harsh operating 

conditions. Backed by a statewide network of 10 branch locations with
experienced paver specialists, the dealership is literally a local phone
call away. “Customers can be confident that, no matter where they 
are working around the state, they have 24/7 access to the best support
in the territory,” said Bill Nittinger, Dynapac regional manager, of 
Columbus Equipment Company’s support capabilities.

The Results
Apparently, customers are indeed confident. “We know Columbus 
Equipment will honor and back up the equipment,” said George 
Karvounides of Karvo Paving Company. “Columbus Equipment does a 

good job of standing behind what they sell. If you call them, they’re here
and they find a way to get you going again,” added Dave Forsythe,
Thornville shop superintendent at The Shelly Company. For decades,
well-respected companies such as Karvo Paving Company and The
Shelly Company have entrusted the operational well-being of their
equipment to Columbus Equipment Company. 

Whether you’re looking to increase production efficiency with new
equipment or need a trusted support partner, Ohio’s Dependable Dealer
is well-positioned to help with the Top 2 items on your “wish list.” 

Keys To 
Optimizing 
Your Paving Fleet: 
Expertise, Experience And Access

Columbus
(614) 443-6541

Toledo
(419) 872-7101

Cincinnati
(513) 771-3922

Richfield
(330) 659-6681

Cadiz
(740) 942-8871

Dayton
(937) 879-3154

Canton
(330) 453-4521

Zanesville
(740) 455-4036

Painesville
(440) 352-0452

Piketon
(740) 289-3757

Ohio’s Dependable Dealer

“Columbus Equipment does a good job of standing 
behind what they sell. If you call them, they’re here 

and they find a way to get you going again.” 
Dave Forsythe; Thornville Shop Superintendent, The Shelly Company
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The Results
Apparently, customers are indeed confident. “We know Columbus 
Equipment will honor and back up the equipment,” said George 
Karvounides of Karvo Paving Company. “Columbus Equipment does a 

good job of standing behind what they sell. If you call them, they’re here
and they find a way to get you going again,” added Dave Forsythe,
Thornville shop superintendent at The Shelly Company. For decades,
well-respected companies such as Karvo Paving Company and The
Shelly Company have entrusted the operational well-being of their
equipment to Columbus Equipment Company. 

Whether you’re looking to increase production efficiency with new
equipment or need a trusted support partner, Ohio’s Dependable Dealer
is well-positioned to help with the Top 2 items on your “wish list.” 

Keys To 
Optimizing 
Your Paving Fleet: 
Expertise, Experience And Access

Columbus
(614) 443-6541

Toledo
(419) 872-7101

Cincinnati
(513) 771-3922

Richfield
(330) 659-6681

Cadiz
(740) 942-8871

Dayton
(937) 879-3154

Canton
(330) 453-4521

Zanesville
(740) 455-4036

Painesville
(440) 352-0452

Piketon
(740) 289-3757

Ohio’s Dependable Dealer

“Columbus Equipment does a good job of standing 
behind what they sell. If you call them, they’re here 

and they find a way to get you going again.” 
Dave Forsythe; Thornville Shop Superintendent, The Shelly Company
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The construction of more durable longitudinal joints is an area of 
emphasis for the asphalt paving industry and its customers. Changes in 
the mid-1990s to coarse-graded mix types to reduce deformation under 
heavy traffic loadings have been successful in mitigating pavement 
rutting. However, their use has challenged the industry to become 
more skillful in longitudinal joint construction. Tight, impermeable 
joints are necessary for ensuring long-term durability. To achieve this 
impermeability, a very high level of compaction is needed. This level of 
compaction is more difficult to achieve at a cold, longitudinal joint than 
in the center of a mat. This has manifested itself as joints that deteriorate 
prematurely in comparison to the overall surface. This early joint 
deterioration must be eliminated to achieve the full life of our asphalt 
pavement surfaces. The solution requires careful workmanship in placing 
and compacting the asphalt concrete at the joint. Several studies and 
articles have been offered to describe the necessary craftsmanship.

FHWA/AI study: In 2012, the Asphalt Institute (AI), working 
for the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), completed a study of 
joint construction practices and published a report, “Best Practices for 
Constructing and Specifying Longitudinal Joints.”1 Dr. Mark Buncher 
of AI contributed an article that was published in the summer 2012 
issue of Ohio Asphalt that summarized the findings of the report. That 
Ohio Asphalt issue and article is archived on the Flexible Pavements 
of Ohio (FPO) website at:  http://www.flexiblepavements.org/sites/
www.flexiblepavements.org/files/ohio-asphalt-pdf/oa_summer_2012.
pdf. To help disseminate the information, the Ohio Department of 
Transportation (ODOT) hosted a half-day seminar based on the report 
on Feb. 21, 2013.

Previous Guidance: The National Asphalt Pavement Association 
(NAPA) published a manual on the subject in 19972. The National Center 
for Asphalt Technology (NCAT) has been studying and comparing joint 

construction techniques since 1992 and has issued four reports of 
their findings 3, 4, 5, 6. Manuals on hot mix asphalt (HMA) pavement 
construction 7, 8 contain guidance on placing and compacting cold 
longitudinal joints. Still, there is a lack of consensus within the industry 
on a best technique for constructing good-performing longitudinal joints. 
The NAPA manual states: “a variety of techniques have been successfully 
used to construct good longitudinal joints.” The NCAT research identifies 
several techniques that produced better results than others within the 
scope of their review. Still, there is not complete agreement between the 
various manuals of practice as to a proper or best technique. The industry 
needs practical guidance on straight-forward methods that can produce 
good results, consistently and economically.

Theory versus Reality
It is a universally held theory that lack of density (or compaction) is the 
reason for permeability and subsequent deterioration at longitudinal joints. 
It is often supposed that the “weak link” is a lack of density at the edge of 
the mat placed in the first pass of the construction sequence. This edge of 
the mat is termed “unconfined” since it lacks lateral support that restricts 
the mat from moving under the weight of compaction equipment. Without 
lateral support, attaining maximum achievable density is hindered. The 
unconfined edge of the first pass cannot be compacted to the same potential 
density as the center of the mat or the confined edge of the matching pass. 
In theory, the confined edge of the matching mat can be compacted to the 
same density as the rest of the mat if properly placed and rolled. However, in 
practice, it is often the matching pass side of the joint that gives the poorest 
performance. While the first pass will have an acceptable degree of density, 
if correctly rolled, it is possible to place the matching pass so that the area 
next to the joint receives little or no compaction. If the paver operator fails 
to place enough extra thickness of un-compacted material to roll down 
to full density or if the extra depth of material is pushed away from the 
joint by use of a rake or lute, the roller will bridge the matching side of the 
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joint and compaction will not be achieved. It is therefore necessary that 
an adequate depth of material be placed with the matching pass to ensure 
enough material for complete compaction without the roller bridging on the 
cold side or first pass. Having the matching pass end up 1/8th inch higher 
than the first pass when fully compacted ensures that enough material 
was placed. Requiring the joint to end up flush invites starving the joint of 
enough material for full compaction.

To combat this deficiency, many agencies have or are contemplating a 
density requirement for longitudinal joints, usually about 2 percentage 
points less than the average required for the mat as a whole. ODOT 
addresses joint compaction by including density measurements taken 
at the joint in the calculation for determining payment. The approach 
taken by ODOT will help ensure that the agency is not paying for poor 
longitudinal joint construction. How the contractor obtains compaction 
on these projects is not specified. Which technique to use to build good 
joint density is still up to the contractor.

So, is there no single method that can consistently produce good- 
performing longitudinal joints using conventional equipment without  
a lot of extra work and expense? Yes, there is!

FPO  Recommended Technique
First pass: Use a paver that has an end gate that extends all the way 
to the back of the screed for some confinement of the edge. (All pavers 
built since December 1997 have this feature as a result of a NAPA 
committee agreement2.) Operate the screed in the vibrating mode. The 
extra 10 percent initial compaction provided by vibratory mode may be 
critical. It is certainly more economical than adding additional roller 
passes to obtain the same density. Operate the paver maintaining a 
true line in straightaways and smoothly along road curvatures so the 
mat has an invariable edge that can be properly overlapped with the 
matching pass. Roll the unsupported edges of the mat as quickly as 
possible with a double drum vibratory roller, operated in the vibratory 
mode if the mat thickness permits. Position the roller with the drum roll 
edges extending about 6 inches over the mat edge. Set the frequency to 
the maximum setting. Set the speed so as to obtain 10 or more impacts 
per foot. Set the amplitude as appropriate for the thickness of the mat 
(thinner layers require lower amplitude or may prohibit vibration). 
This technique gives the highest level of compaction possible on the 
unconfined edge and minimizes cracking and shoving of the material 
at the edge of the mat. Don’t try to use a rubber-tired roller on this first 
pass, as it will cause the unconfined edge to push out.
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Seal the joint face: Sealing the exposed vertical face of the first pass 
with a heavy coating of binder or sealant can help ensure good bond and 
help compensate for the lower density inherent in the unsupported edge 
of the first pass. ODOT Specifications 401.17 require that the entire face 
of a cold longitudinal joint be sealed with either PG binder 702.01, or 
rubberized asphalt emulsion 702.13, overlapping the edges of the joint 
1/2 inch prior to placing the adjacent mat. Proprietary joint sealants can 
also be used.

Matching pass: Place the matching pass in a straight line with a 
consistent overlap onto the first pass of 1 inch to 1 ½ inches so as to 

provide some extra mix to be rolled into the joint. (Note: if the matching 
pass is placed against a vertical, sawed or milled edge, the amount of 
overlap must be only about 1/2 inch.) Place the proper depth of un-
compacted mat to allow for proper roll-down to optimum density and to 
end up flush with the first pass (this is usually considered to be 1 ¼ the 
thickness of the compacted first pass). Don’t rake the joint!

Roll from the hot side with the rolls of the vibratory roller hanging about 
6 inches over the first pass. Use the same roller settings as previously 
recommended. Using a rubber-tired roller may be beneficial in getting 
good joint density. Even if the paver operator fails to get just the right 
amount of thickness or overlap, the rubber-tired roller may be able to get 
optimum density at the joint. If a rubber-tired roller is used, place the 
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center of the outside tire over the joint. Having the matching pass end 
up 1/8 inch higher than the first pass when fully compacted ensures that 
enough material was placed to permit full compaction.  

AI Recommended Technique: In its report1, the Asphalt 
Institute (AI) recommends a slightly different approach that constitutes 
a variation of the “pinch joint.” Its recommended technique differs from 
that described above by making a first roller pass on the matching pass,  
6 inches away from the joint on the hot side to move or “pinch” additional 
material toward the joint. This technique has been successfully used to 
construct good performing joints.

AI acknowledges that there is not complete agreement on the best 
joint construction technique. The notched wedge joint has also been 
successfully used to construct durable joints and is useful as a safety 
measure where needed.

Summary: Construction of good-performing cold longitudinal joints 
requires the proper equipment and its careful use by skilled operators. 
Following the procedures recommended here can consistently produce 
good-performing joints with a minimum of extra work and cost. 

Of course, avoiding cold longitudinal joints is preferred, where feasible, 
if project and traffic conditions permit. Full-width paving eliminates any 

joint concerns. Although echelon paving is costly, requiring multiple 
pavers and their crews, the hot longitudinal joint it produces can be 
compacted to the same density as the overall mat. A hot longitudinal 
joint has none of the inherent weaknesses of a cold longitudinal joint.

Acknowledgement: Ohio Asphalt wishes to acknowledge the 
assistance of James A. Scherocman, P.E., consulting engineer, in the 
writing of this article. Without his helpful input, review and critique 
this article would not have been possible.  
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IntroductIon
In recent years changes in the mix types and layer thicknesses used by the 
Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOT) have greatly reduced rutting 
on its freeway system. However, during the extremely prolonged heat of 
the summer of 2012 rutting developed on some heavily traveled roads, 
especially those that have a pavement build-up consisting of a series of 
maintenance overlays placed over many years. Some of these older mixes, 
even though deeper in the pavement structure, are not as rut resistant 
as newer materials. In addition, rutting is still sometimes observed on 
other roads and streets, especially at what we call high-stress locations; 
ramp terminals, intersections, grades, any places where heavy vehicles 
stop, start, turn or climb steep grades. These types of pavement defects are 
avoidable, as the asphalt pavement technology exists to prevent or correct 
such problems.

Why Pavements deform
Prevention or correction begins with an understanding of the types and 
causes of pavement deformation. There are four causes of rutting or as it 
is sometimes known, channelization:

•	 Mechanical deformation or displacement of the subgrade beneath the 
 asphalt pavement
•	 Plastic deformation of the asphalt mixtures near the surface of the pavement
•	 Consolidation or the continued compaction under the action of traffic
•	 Surface wear, the actual wearing away of surface particles under the 
 action of traffic

While the specific mode of failure must be determined before selecting 
a solution, this article focuses on the issue of plastic deformation and 
will deal with the prevention or correction of plastic deformation failures.  

Plastic Deformation is a material failure of the asphalt concrete. The mix 
is displaced from under the tires and typically humps up outside the wheel 
tracks. Plastic deformation is typically most prevalent at locations where 
pavement stresses are high and where the loading is prolonged by stopped 
or slowly moving traffic, and typically appears during the hottest time of the 
year. Plastic deformation sometimes appears as shoving or corrugations in the 
pavement as well as rutting. A cross-section of a pavement exhibiting plastic 
flow deformation will typically look like Figure 1.

Preventing & Correcting

ruttIng
in Asphalt Pavements
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In the case of plastic deformation, the mix lacks the internal strength 
to resist permanently deforming under the stress imposed by the loaded 
vehicle tires. The internal strength of the mix is affected by the internal 
friction characteristics of the aggregates, especially the fine aggregate and 
the visco-elastic properties of the asphalt binder. Angular aggregates have 
the higher internal friction to help resist deformation under load. Stiffer or 
more elastic binders resist becoming sufficiently viscous at high pavement 
temperature to enable the pavement to deform under constant or slowly 
moving loads. In addition the two materials must be combined in the 
optimum proportions through a rigorous mixture design procedure that 
ensures the proper air voids are incorporated in the compacted mixture. 
Excess asphalt content will enable plastic deformation within the mix.

Prevention of plastic deformation depends on specifying mixtures that 
are properly designed, have an adequately angular aggregate structure 
and have a grade of asphalt binder that is sufficient to resist flow at the 
expected high pavement temperatures in the climatic region and the 
loading conditions, both magnitude of load and speed of loading.

Correction of a plastic deformation condition will usually consist of 
removing all the deformed asphalt concrete and replacing it with material 
that is adequately stable to resist the stress and temperature conditions.

determInIng the mode of faIlure
Before attempting to correct these defects it is necessary to conduct a 
forensic investigation to verify the type of deformation present. This 
investigation may be as simple as a visual inspection on small and 
relatively low-cost projects all the way up to an extensive program of 
sampling and testing. There are several methods that may be used.

The most commonly used method is trenching. In this method parallel, 
transverse, full-depth sawcuts are made across the pavement, and 
the intervening material is removed to expose the full cross-section 

of the pavement. It is then straightforward to identify the deforming 
pavement layers and determine the mode of failure. In the case of plastic 
deformation, it is usually possible to identify which individual pavement 
layers are deforming. The correction of plastic deformation involves 
removing all the deformed layers and replacing them with stable mix.

Where trenching is not feasible, it is usually possible to make the same 
determination from cores. In this method, cores are taken across the 
rutted lane at the points of maximum rut and at maximum heave and 
at relatively un-deformed areas for comparison of the layers. The surface 
of the cores should be referenced in elevation so that the deformation 
can be accurately plotted. By using the surface elevations of the cores 
and measuring the visible layers in the cores it is possible to graphically 
represent the cross-section of the pavement, determine the mode of failure 
and identify the deforming layers. Figure 2 is an example of cores taken 
across a severely rutted lane.

Figure 2

An analytical method for determining the mode of failure was developed 
under the National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) 
project 1-34A1 by researchers Thomas White and John Haddock at Purdue 
University. This method uses the numbers from a measured transverse 
surface profile to calculate coefficients that indicate the mode of failure. 
This method may be most useful where destructive methods of testing are 

Preventing & Correcting

ruttIng
in Asphalt Pavements
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not feasible. Details of the analysis method can be found in the Appendix 
of the reference.

treatments to Prevent or 
correct PlastIc floW deformatIon
As previously stated, correction of a plastic flow failure involves removing 
all the deforming pavement layers and replacing them with mix that is 
designed to withstand the high stresses and high temperatures without 
deformation. If a forensic investigation has been performed, the affected 
layers will have been identified through that process. Where such an 
investigation is not warranted or feasible, the “rule of thumb” is to place 
4 inches of stable material. It is generally accepted that most plastic 
deformation occurs in the top 4 inches of the pavement. However, forensic 
investigations have occasionally documented deformation occurring 

deeper in the pavement. Thus, there is some risk involved in using the 
“rule of thumb” as it is usually not possible to stop rutting by placing 
stable material over deforming material. ODOT’s Pavement Design 
Manual2 recommends planing the rutted pavement to a depth of 
3 inches below the deepest point of the rut. 
   
Rutting in asphalt overlays over concrete pavement presents special 
concerns. The interface between a thin asphalt overlay and a concrete 
surface can be a shear plane where stresses concentrate. It is not 
uncommon for asphalt concrete overlays to shove on the surface 
of the concrete, exacerbating the problem of rutting. If the forensic 
investigation does not reveal that at least 2 inches of stable material can 
remain on the concrete after milling all of the deformed material, then 

the recommended treatment in these cases is 
to mill all the asphalt overlay from the surface 
of the concrete and to scarify or roughen the 
concrete surface with the milling machine 
to provide some mechanical interlock for the 
surfacing materials. A rubberized tack coat, Item 
702.13, or Trackless™ Tack3 is usually used on 
concrete to improve adhesion.

choosIng rut-resIstant 
materIals
There are several options in ODOT’s specifications 
for materials that will stand up in high-stress 
applications. Item 442, Superpave Asphalt 
Concrete, Type B, 12.5mm is generally 
adequately stable for high-stress locations on 
roads and streets having moderate volumes of 
heavy trucks. By the ODOT specification, these 
mixes incorporate a polymer-modified binder, 
performance grade PG 70-22M for the surface 
course only. For use in high-stress locations, 
we recommend that the amount of polymer 
modification be increased by specifying PG 
76-22M (per 702.01) for both the surface and 
intermediate courses. For economy on smaller 
projects, we suggest placing the same material 
as both the intermediate and surface course. 
These mixes can be placed as thin as 1.5 inches; 
however, on a high-stress application we suggest 
placing two, 2-inch-thick courses to achieve a 
4-inch buildup of rut-resistant mix. On large 
projects, the intermediate course could be a 
442, Type A, 19mm with PG 76-22M binder 
placed at least 1.75 inches thick for economy.

On new construction, the designer must 
determine the extent of the pavement to receive a 
special high-stress treatment. ODOT2 recommends 
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at least 250 feet back from the stop termini at an intersection. If a 
number of high-stress locations exist in close proximity, it is probably 
most economical to treat the entire project area with the more rut-
resistant mix.

For roads and streets having high volumes of heavy trucks, tougher 
material is needed. Item 442, Superpave Asphalt Concrete, Type A uses 
all crushed aggregates for both the coarse and fine aggregate portions of 
the mix. These mixes can be expected to have greater stability than the 
Type B mixes. The binder recommendation is the same, PG 76-22M.  

For extreme situations, such as over concrete pavement, it is critical that 
the concrete has texture to ensure mechanical interlock with the asphalt 
overlay. This mitigates slipping or tearing of the asphalt pavement when 
exposed to heavy traffic. To improve texture, cold-milling has successfully 
been used. A case study in Fostoria was performed in 1993 on the overlap 
of U.S. Route 23, State Route 12, S.R.18 and S.R. 199. In 2013, this 
pavement will celebrate 20 years of uninterrupted service5. The ultimate 
mix for such situations is Item 443, Stone Matrix Asphalt Concrete 
(SMA). Properly designed, SMA can be extremely stable under load, but 
is challenging to design and produce. Use PG76-22M binder for both the 
surface and intermediate courses.

Kraton is now marketing a very heavily polymer-modified binder dubbed 
HiMA4. HiMA shows great promise for preventing deformation under high 
stress and temperature.

These are not the only possibilities for treating high-stress locations. For 
lighter traffic applications it may be sufficient to modify a standard mix 
by just upgrading to a polymer-modified binder. ODOT’s specification 
makes this simple by defining two polymer-modified binder grades, PG 
70-22M and PG 76-22M. Mixes modified by the use of reclaimed asphalt 
shingles (RAS) will show improved rutting resistance because the recycled 
material includes very stiff asphalt and fibers, substantially stiffing the 
mixture while reducing cost. For very small projects other options include 
modified-standard mixes that incorporate polyester fibers, SS 826, or 
Gilsonite, SS 857.  

Our rule of thumb recommendation is summarized in table 1:

summary
The solutions for preventing rutting deformation in new pavement 
construction and for correcting existing deformed pavements are readily 
available. The solution includes ensuring adequate structural capacity 
of the pavement, determining the mode and extent of the failure or area 
requiring special treatment, preparing the existing pavement to ensure 
bond with the asphalt overlay and in specifying appropriately rut-resistant 
materials for the anticipated loads and climate.   
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 Thickness 
 1 3/4 in. Minimum
 2 1/4 in. Recommended

 1 1/2 in. Minimum
 1 3/4 in. Recommended

Material Specification
Item 442, asphalt concrete intermediate 
course, 19mm, Type A or B, (446), PG 76-22M

Item 442,  asphalt concrete surface course, 
12.5mm, Type A, (446), PG 76-22M

 Notes for Table 1: PG and polymer-modified binders per 702.01  
 All specification references are to the 2013, ODOT, C&MS 

Table 1: Conventional asphalt pavement course and 
material treatments for high-stress locations.



Often we’re faced with the difficult task of balancing environmentally friendly choices with other factors, such as cost and 
practicality. The Cincinnati Nature Center (CNC) has similar decisions to make, and we recently recognized the need to pave 

the gravel drive leading to the Nature Preschool, along with portions of the Nature PlayScape parking lot. Paved surfaces 
allow for easier snow removal and maintenance, less dust and mud and less suspension-ruining ruts and potholes. 

Concrete and asphalt are the most common and affordable options for paving a road. Semi-permeable or porous 
pavement is environmentally preferred, because rainfall can penetrate the pavement, drain into stone beds 

and back into the subsoil, helping to reduce stormwater runoff and erosion, improving water quality and 
filtering water back into natural aquifers. However, CNC’s clay-based soil is not conducive for this choice. 

Therefore, we chose to keep some areas of the parking lots unpaved to help absorb surface water, 
paving only where necessary. Then we searched for the answer to the question, “Which is the best 

environmental choice, concrete or asphalt?” 

When you think of green products, asphalt and concrete don’t usually come to mind. But 
every year an estimated 100 million tons of old asphalt pavement is removed, 80 perent of 

which is recycled while the remaining 20 percent is sent to landfills. Most of the recycled 
material is used as road base, and the remaining material is used in new mixes.1 In 
comparison, only about 50 percent of old concrete gets recycled, mostly as road base.2 

Asphalt is the most recycled product, surpassing steel, aluminum and plastic combined. 
Recycling old asphalt pavement instead of landfilling makes sense economically – no 
landfill disposal fees and less virgin materials to buy. Recycling also saves landfill 
space and reduces the environmental impact of mining new materials.3 Pavement 
can also provide a way to reuse other materials, such as old roofing shingles or 
coal by-products. In Ohio, 10 million tons of coal combustion by-products are 
generated each year, and about 20 percent of this is reused in concrete and asphalt 
pavement.4 The Ohio Department of Transportation estimates that $37 million in 
savings is associated with using recycled materials. 

Most asphalt needs to be hot when layed onto a roadway. However, warm mix 
asphalt is a variation of traditional hot mix asphalt and is 40-50°F lower in 
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The Long & Winding 
Road to Greener Asphalt 

By Connie O’Connor, Cincinnati Nature Center



temperature, which can reduce energy consumption by 20 percent and 
greenhouse emissions by 15 percent. Warm mix production also allows 
for more recycling options. The number of companies embracing the 
innovative warm mix option continues to grow as research proves its 
stability and practicality. 

Valley Asphalt in Newtown understood CNC’s desire to use the most 
innovative processes available, including recycled materials and a warm-
mix to reduce environmental impact. Their commitment to sustainability 
is seen on their own property, where they were the first asphalt company 
to ever achieve LEED certification for their offices.* 
According to Dave Patterson from Valley Asphalt, 
170 tons of recycled asphalt were incorporated on CNC’s 
newly paved drive and parking lot. That’s the equivalent 
of 11 truckloads of old asphalt that did not get landfilled. 
In addition, 28 tons of recycled asphalt shingles were 
incorporated, which is the equivalent of approximately 
12 roofs of shingles. 

Making a decision to pave an existing gravel driveway 
or parking lot is one that many individuals and 
businesses face. Industry innovations such as recycling 
old pavement instead of landfilling, recycling and 
remixing material at the work site on large roadway 
projects, reducing the temperature used to manufacture 
and lay the mix, and providing the option of semi-
porous surfaces all reduce environmental impact. While 
these innovations are becoming cost-saving industry 
standards, it’s still a good idea to confirm that these 
techniques are being used by any contractors you select 
for home or business paving. 

* The Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 
(LEED) program is a voluntary third-party verification of 
green buildings. 

References:
1 United States Geological Survey: Recycled Aggregates – 
 Profitable Resource Conservation. USGS Fact Sheet FS-
 181-99, Feb. 2000. 
2 Wilburn, 1998. Aggregates from Natural and Recycled 
 Sources: U.S. Geological Survey Circular 1176, 36 p. 
 http://greenwood.cr.usgs.gov/pub/circulars/c1176 
3 Horvath, 2003. Life Cycle Environmental and 
 Economic Assessment of Using Recycled Materials for 
 Asphalt Pavements. Technical Report. Updated Sept. 12, 
 2003 by Arpad Horvath. University of California, Berkley. 
4 Butalia, 2001. “Utilization of Coal Combustion 
 Products in Ohio for Construction and Repair of 
 Highways”, Beneficial Use of Recycled Materials in 
 Transportation Applications, Nov. 13-15, 2001. 

Connie O’Connor is the director of 
Education for the Cincinnati Nature 
Center. This article, which appears in 
Newsleaf, A Publication for Members of 
Cincinnati Nature Center (March-April-
May 2013, Volume 42, Issue 2) is being 
reprinted with permission from the 
Cincinnati Nature Center. For more 

information on the center, visit www.cincynature.org. 

The design of POROUS ASPHALT PAVEMENTS 
allows water to flow through them. They are:

• Economical – fast, easy to construct and 
long lasting

• Sustainable – conserves water, reduces runoff,
improves water quality, replenishes aquifers,
protects streams, cooler cities

• Safer – imagine never again stepping in a
puddle of water or on an ice- covered surface

For more information, contact Flexible Pavements of Ohio at (888) 4HOTMIX or visit our
website at www.flexiblepavements.org. 

A SENSIBLE SOLUTION TO
STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
Porous Asphalt Pavements provide an innovative approach
to detain or infiltrate stormwater  runoff.

6205 Emerald Parkway, Suite B, Dublin, Ohio 43016  •  www.flexiblepavements.org
Twitter: @Ohio_Asphalt  •  www.facebook.com/flexiblepavements
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The Asphalt Pavement Alliance (APA) launched a 
comprehensive new communications campaign to 
combat misinformation and serve as a reference 
point for reliable credible information regarding 
asphalt pavements. The campaign focuses on 
raising the awareness of asphalt’s cost effectiveness, 
smoothness, sustainability and perpetual performance. 
The campaign is centered on a new webpage www.
AsphaltFACTS.com and includes print and Internet 
advertisements, media releases on issues critical to 
the industry and a renewed social media presence. 

The new webpage is designed to provide users 
quick access to a wealth of factual information on 

the economic, performance and sustainable benefits 
of asphalt pavements. Each fact is supported with 
reference information and links to relevant industry 
technical documents and research reports. In 
addition, the webpage serves as a clearinghouse for 
current news pertinent to the asphalt industry and is 
fully integrated with APA’s social media pages.

For more information, visit www.AsphaltFACTS.com 
and help get the FACTS out on asphalt pavements.

APA Launches National Campaign 
to get the FACTS out on Asphalt
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Shelly & Sands, Inc. 
Building on a Long History of Quality Construction

Asphalt Materials & Paving • Construction Aggregate
Liquid Asphalt & Emulsions • Construction Management

Site Development • Design Build

  Since 1944, from locations 
throughout the state,  

Shelly & Sands has been 
safely and efficiently 

delivering the highest quality 
construction materials  

and projects in Ohio and 
Ohio’s neighbor states.  

Contact us today to let us know how we can earn the  
opportunity to assist you in making your project a success.

Corporate Headquarters  
3570 South River Road • P.O. Box 1585 • Zanesville, Ohio 43702-1585

740 453-0721 • www.shellyandsands.com
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Flexible Pavements of Ohio would like to welcome the following as new 
members of the association.

Contractor Member: 

Diorio Paving – Girard
Diorio Paving is an Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOT) 
prequalified contractor specializing in asphalt paving and maintenance.

Associate Member: 

Akzo Nobel Surface Chemistry 
LLC – Chicago, IL
Akzo Nobel has served the 

roadway construction industry for more than 70 years and is a provider 
of adhesion promoters, emulsifiers and warm mix additives. 

Eagle Crusher – Galion
Eagle Crusher manufactures a complete 
line of heavy-duty impact crushers, 
portable crushing plants, screening  
plants, jaw crushers and conveyors for  
the aggregate and recycle markets.

JASA Asphalt 
Materials/Russell 
Standard – 
Pittsburgh, PA
JASA Asphalt Materials/

Russell Standard Corp. has been supplying the industrial, public and 
private highway sector in Ohio with high-quality asphalt emulsions, 
cutbacks and cold mix binders since 2001.  

MINDS Inc. – Boisbriand, 
Quebec (Canada)
MINDS is a provider of Windows-based 
automation-control systems for batch plants, 

drum plants, emulsion plants, silo loadout, full plant control and data 
management for the asphalt industry. 

Ritchie Bros. Auctioneers – South Vienna
Ritchie Brothers is the world’s largest auctioneer 
of construction, agriculture and mining, heavy-
equipment & trucks. Ritchie Brothers operates more 
than 40 auction sites in 10 countries and conducts 

hundreds of public auctions worldwide each year.

Roof To Roads – Williamsport
Roof to Roads has been a processer and supplier of recycled asphalt 
shingles to Ohio’s asphalt industry for more than 11 years.

Political Subdivision Member: 

City of Westlake – Westlake

New Members
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OHIO RIDES ON US

The Flexible Pavements of  Ohio’s 2013 Ohio 
Asphalt Expo was held March 5 & 6 at the Hilton 
Columbus/Polaris. With the addition of  the 
Roadway Safety Plus Training Workshops, which 
were supported by the general and educational 
sessions, the 2013 Ohio Asphalt Expo had more 
to offer than ever before. Plus it offered a record 
number of  exhibitors. Look for the summer 
issue of  Ohio Asphalt for complete coverage 
of  the event, including the more than 50 projects 
and individuals honored at the event.

Liquid AC Priced Through the Roof?
Join the Join the RASRASolution!olution!

Recycled Asphalt ShinglesRecycled Asphalt Shingles

Right Product Right Price, First Time First Pass

765-472-5500
www.AsphaltShingleGrinding.com
765-472-5500
www.AsphaltShingleGrinding.com

RASRASRASRAS
Recycled Asphalt Shingles Sales 

Manufacturers Waste & Tear-offs
Pick Up or Delivery Available in OH, IN, KY, PA. 

Nationwide Mobile Grinding Service

Recycled Asphalt Shingles Sales 
Manufacturers Waste & Tear-offs

Pick Up or Delivery Available in OH, IN, KY, PA. 
Nationwide Mobile Grinding Service

Asphalt Shingle Grinding Service, LLCAsphalt Shingle Grinding Service, LLC

Call Today To Learn How Recycled Asphalt Shingles Improve Your Bottom Line!Call Today To Learn How Recycled Asphalt Shingles Improve Your Bottom Line!
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• Asphalt Planing
• Micromilling  
• Excavation

Our Quality and Service is Unmatched

BOCA Construction, Inc.
380 Eastpark Drive, Norwalk, Ohio 44857
Office (419) 668-5575, Fax (419) 663-0377

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Visit www.bocaconstructioninc.com  
for information on our services, capabilities, and history

JUST PLANE GOOD!

• Deck Scarification
• Profiling
• Type 2 Rumble Strips

And we’ve done it well since 1978



JC Equipment 
Sales & Leasing

2300 East Kemper Road   •   Cincinnati, OH 45241
877-529-7626 • 513-772-7612

Our biggest 
             is our people

3D Machine Control 
Specialists

Expert Installation

Unparalleled Field 
Support

3D Modeling Software

Paver Systems

Pocket 3D

Laser Sales & Service

Instrument Sales & 
Service

Millimeter GPS

IT’S ALL ABOUT
THE PLUS
IT’S ALL ABOUT
THE PLUS

www.topcon.com

®

High-precision 
fine-grading 
for your existing 
Topcon 
3D-GPS system

It’s all about your 
productivity and profit!

High-precisionHi h i i

It’s hard to imagine - a dozer doing precision 

grading at twice the speed of rough grading. 

3D grading, twice as fast. That’s Topcon fast.

topconpositioning.com/3DMC2

grading at twice the speed of rough grading.

grading at twice the speed of rough grading.
It’s hard to imagine - a dozer doing precision 

It’s hard to imagine - a dozer doing precision 

3D grading, twice as fast. That’s Topcon fast.

3D grading, twice as fast. That’s Topcon fast.
It’s hard to imagine - a dozer doing precision 

grading at twice the speed of rough grading. 

3D grading, twice as fast. That’s Topcon fast.

3D-MC22
3D-MC

It’s hard to imagine - a dozer doing precision 

It’s hard to imagine - a dozer doing precision 

It’s hard to imagine - a dozer doing precision 3D-MC2

topconpositioning.com/3DMC2
topconpositioning.com/3DMC2

3D grading, twice as fast. That’s Topcon fast.

3D grading, twice as fast. That’s Topcon fast.

3D grading, twice as fast. That’s Topcon fast.

3D grading, twice as fast. That’s Topcon fast.

3D grading, twice as fast. That’s Topcon fast.

3D grading, twice as fast. That’s Topcon fast.
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Dealer Name Here
Dealer tagline here

www.dealerswebsite.com

12345 1st Ave. So. Suite ABC
City Name, ST 00000

123.555.0000 or 800.555.0000

Fullpage.indd   22 8/1/12   4:20 PM

The same high-precision 3D 
grading system that finishes 
your base is now ready for 
your paver.

Topcon’s exclusive Millimeter 
GPS™ brings all the 
productive advantages of 
automatic 3D-GPS+ control to 
your paver, and out-of-this-
world performance to your 
most demanding jobs.

With the power of dual-
constellation satellite tracking 
and the razor smooth 
precision of LazerZone™ 
technology, you’ll shave off 
time, material and the need 
for costly stringlines.

800.443.4567 
www.topconpositioning.com

0804_AC_MMGPS_Paver.indd   1-2 3/18/08   11:06:12 AM

SALES  •  SERVICE  •  SUPPORT



Road and MineRal Technologies

Whether new construction or rehabilitation – roads are our 
customers’ domain. With future-oriented technologies, 
reliable machinery, unceasing innovation, and highest 
demands on customer service and advice, we pursue one 
single goal: The perfect road!
                    www.wirtgenamerica.com

WE PURSUE A COMMON 
GOAL: 
THE PERFECT ROAD.

Common Goal Ad 8.5x11_Dealer.indd   1 1/8/09   4:00:02 PM

Hudson, OH 330.655.5900 • Columbus, OH 614.475.2880
West Chester, OH 513.777.5556 • www.themcleancompany.com

www.themcleancompany.com


